What can be said about the subalgebras of the polynomial ring, with minimal or maximal Hilbert function? This question was discussed in a recent paper by M. Boij and A. Conca. In this paper we study the subalgebras generated in degree two with minimal Hilbert function. The problem to determine the generators of these algebras transfers into a combinatorial problem on counting maximal north-east lattice paths inside a shifted Ferrers diagram. We conjecture that the subalgebras generated in degree two with minimal Hilbert function are generated by an initial Lex or RevLex segment.
Introduction
In a recent paper by Boij and Conca [1] the Hilbert function of a subalgebra of the polynomial ring is studied. They ask what can be said about the upper and lower bounds for the Hilbert function, in terms of the number of variables, the number of generators of the subalgebra, and the degree of the generators. This question is inspired by the Fröberg conjecture [5] on the minimal Hilbert series of the quotient of a the polynomial ring with a homogeneous ideal. For a review of the Fröberg conjecture and related problems, see [6] . In this note we will focus of subalgebras generated in degree two, with minimal Hilbert function. We conjecture that these algebras are always given by a Lex or RevLex segment, see Conjecture 3.4. This conjecture is proved for three large classes of algebras in Theorem 3.8. For the first class, the proof is by a computer computation, and for the other two by inductive arguments, using the first class as the base.
Let k be a field, and let R = k[x 1 , . . . x n ] be the standard graded polynomial ring in n variables. Let R d denote the k-space of homogeneous polynomials of degree d in R. For a linearly independent subset W ⊆ R d , let k[W ] ⊆ R be the subring of R generated by the elements in W . Define the Hilbert function of such an algebra k[W ] as HF(k[W ], i) = dim k (span W i ). Given positive integers u and i, how should we choose W so that |W | = u and HF(k[W ], i) takes the smallest possible value? Proposition 3.3 in [1] states that we should choose W as a strongly stable set of monomials. Definition 1.1. A set W of monomials in R d is called strongly stable if m ∈ W and x i |m implies (x j /x i )m ∈ W for all j < i.
We use the notation st(m 1 , . . . , m s ) for the smallest strongly stable set containing the monomials m 1 , . . . , m s , and we say that m 1 , . . . , m s are strongly stable generators of this set.
Let L(n, d, u, i) denote the minimal value of HF(k [W ] , i) among all strongly stable subsets W ⊆ R d of size u. The following three questions [1, Questions 3.6] are asked, for fixed parameters d, n, and u.
Given i, can one characterize combinatorially the strongly stable set(s) W such that HF(k[W ], i)
= L(n, d, u, i)?
Suppose we have W such that HF(k[W ], 2) = L(n, d, u, 2). Does it follow that HF(k[W ], i) = L(n, d, u, i) for all i?
We will see in Example 2.3 that the answer to the questions 1 and 3 is "No". Since there is not one generating set W that minimizes HF(k[W ], i) for all i, it is not obvious what the meaning of "minimal Hilbert function" should be. For given parameters n, u, and d, there is always a finite number of strongly stable sets to consider. For each set we know that the Hilbert function is given by the Hilbert polynomial, for i large enough. It follows that there will be an algebra with asymptotically minimal Hilbert function. The aim of this paper is to study this question in the smallest non-trivial case w. r. t. the parameter d. Hence we fix d = 2 from now on, and focus on strongly stable sets of monomials of degree two. An advantage with this restriction is the connection to combinatorics, as we will see in Section 2.
The case d ≥ 3 is discussed in Section 4.
To minimize the Hilbert function we firstly want to minimize the degree of the Hilbert polynomial.
If there are exactly n variables that occurs in the monomials in W , the degree of the Hilbert polynomial is n − 1. Hence, for a given u, we want to choose a strongly stable set of u monomials in as few variables as possible. Secondly, we want to minimize the leading coefficient of the Hilbert polynomial. Recall that, if the Hilbert polynomial is of degree n−1, the leading coefficient multiplied by (n − 1)! is the multiplicity of the algebra, which we will denote e(k[W ]).
2 The multiplicity of subalgebras generated by a strongly stable set of degree two
Strongly stable sets of quadratic monomials are also considered as bases of specialized Ferrers ideals, which are studied in e. g. [3, 4] . These sets can be illustrated by a diagram, as in Figure 1 . The box in row i and column j corresponds to the monomial x i x j . Since x i x j = x j x i we only need to consider boxes on and above the diagonal in the diagram. That the set is strongly stable means precisely that if the box on position (i, j) is included in the diagram, so is everything above and to the left of (i, j). Figure 2 : Maximal NE-paths in a diagram.
Define an NE-path to be a lattice path in the diagram that can only go up or right (north or east). We say that an NE-path is maximal if it is of maximal length, which implies that it starts in x 2 i (on the diagonal) for some i, and goes to x 1 x n (the upper right corner). For a diagram L of a strongly stable set, we will use the notation e(L) for the number of maximal NE-paths in L. We illustrate the key points from [2] and [4] that provides the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Example 2.2.
3 ), the set in Figure 3 . Let Hence the Hilbert function of T /J is the same as the Hilbert function of Notice that they all have the same dimension, and they correspond exactly to the maximal NE-paths of the diagram in Figure 3 . It is a known fact about Stanley-Reisner rings that the multiplicity is equal to the number of facets of maximal dimension, which here are exactly those listed above.
For strongly stable sets in higher degrees, the ideal J need not have a quadratic Gröbner basis. For this reason, Theorem 2.1 does not generalize to higher degrees. Now, let us return to the questions 1 and 3 in the introduction. This proves that the answer to the questions 1 and 3 is negative.
Subalgebras defined by Lex and RevLex segments
Any initial segment of monomials of degree d, according to a monomial ordering in k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], is a strongly stable set. We will now focus on two monomial orderings, namely Lex and (graded) RevLex. In degree two, they may be defined as follows.
or if i = k and j < , and
In terms of diagrams, we may say that > Lex orders the monomials firstly by row, and secondly by column, and that > RevLex orders the monomials firstly by column, and secondly by row.
Recall that, to minimize the degree of the Hilbert polynomial, we want to minimize the number of variables, with respect to the given u. In terms of the diagram, we want the diagram to be such that we can not draw another diagram with the same number of boxes, but fewer columns. Since there are n+1 2 monomials of degree two in n variables, we choose n so that
− s for some 0 ≤ s < n.
Definition 3.2. For a positive integer u, let n be the unique number such that
2 . Then we let Lex(u) be the set of the u greatest monomials of degree two, according to > Lex . Similarily, we let RevLex(u) be the set of the u greatest monomials of degree two, according to > RevLex . Figure 4 is RevLex(71) and the diagram in Figure 8 is Lex(71).
The diagram in
2 − s and s = 0, 1, or 2 there is only one strongly stable set of size u in n variables, and this set is both a Lex and a RevLex segment. See Figure 9 for an example. Notice that the subalgebra with the minimal Hilbert function in Example 2.3 was generated by the set Lex(71), and the "competition" was between Lex(71) and RevLex(71). Remark 3.5. Conjecture 3.4 is true for n ≤ 80, which means u ≤ 3240. This is proved by a computation of the multiplicities in Mathematica [8] . The results of the computation, as well as a description of how the computation was made, can be found in Appendix A. Conjecture 3.4 only states that the algebras with minimal Hilbert function are given by Lex or RevLex segments, it does not tell us which of the two orderings it is for a given u. One direct way to find out is of course to compute the multiplicities explicitly.
Proof. The total number of maximal NE-paths from the diagonal to the upper right corner of the diagram is 2 n−1 , since the paths have length n − 1. If r = n all these paths are inside the diagram. In the case r < n we must subtract the number of paths that goes outside the RevLex-diagram. Those are exactly the paths going through the x r+1 x n -box, which is n − r − 1 steps from the diagonal. This gives us the formula 2 n−1 − 2 n−r−1 .
and otherwise
Proof. Let us first compute the number of maximal NE-paths in the diagram of st(x n−k x n ). The number of maximal NE-paths starting in a row of length i is n−1 i−1 , as such a path is of length n − 1 and should have precisely i − 1 steps right. In st(x n−k x n ) the first row has length n and the last length k, so we get
paths. Now we must subtract those paths that are not inside the diagram of Lex(u). Those are precisely the paths that go through the x n−k x n−j+1 -box, i. e. the first box in the last row that is not contained in Lex(u). There is only one way to go from the diagonal to x n−k x n−j+1 . From there n − k + j − 2 steps remains, and j − 1 of those should be steps right. Hence we should subtract
, which proves the formula.
Even with the formulas for the multiplicities given in Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, it is not obvious which one gives the smaller value for a given u. Looking at the data in Appendix A, the pattern is still not completely clear. However, two observations can be made.
1. For a given n, there are at most three shifts between Lex and RevLex. This has been confirmed by computation for n ≤ 1000.
2. We have RevLex for small r, and Lex for large r in the interval 1 ≤ r ≤ n. For n ≥ 80 we will see in Theorem 3.11 that Lex( n 2 + r) gives the minimal Hilbert function for n − 25 ≤ r ≤ n, and in Theorem 3.15 that RevLex( n 2 + r) gives the minimal Hilbert function for 1 ≤ r ≤ 50. We summarize the cases where Conjecture 3.4 is proved in a theorem. • n ≤ 80, in which case the algebras are listed in Appendix A,
• u = n 2 + r with n ≥ 80 and 1 ≤ r ≤ 50, in which case it is given by RevLex(u), • u = n 2 + r with n ≥ 80 and n − 25 ≤ r ≤ n, in which case it is given by Lex(u).
Lex segments
In this section we will focus on algebras generated by sets Lex(u), typically for large u in the interval 
Now, notice that
More generally, for any positive integer z
In the same way we get
Since k ≥ k + 1,
and we can see that p m+z (a)/p m+z (b) is strictly increasing in z. It follows that there is some m 0 so that p m0 (a)/p m0 (b) > 1, and that the same holds for all m ≥ m 0 . Proof. Let L be the diagram of some strongly stable set of size u n . Let m be the number of completely filled rows, as in Figure 10 . Let a be some box corresponding to a strongly stable generator, and suppose that a can be moved to a column to the right, so that the result is still a valid diagram for a strongly stable set. For example, we can consider moving a in Figure 10 directly to the right of b. If no such a exist then L is the diagram of Lex(u n ). It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.9 that this change to the diagram decreases the multiplicity, if m is large enough. Notice that m ≥ n − s. Since s is fixed, we can make sure that m is large enough by increasing n. Also, the number of possible diagrams L is finite, given s. This means that we can assume n to be large enough, so that the modification to the diagram L described above will always decrease the multiplicity. It follows that the smallest possible multiplicity is obtained by Lex(u n ). Proof. For n = 80, see Appendix A. If follows from Proposition 3.10 that it also holds for all n > 80.
RevLex segments
We will now study algebras generated by sets RevLex(u), where u = n 2 + r and r is small. Lemma 3.12. Let u n = n 2 + r for some fixed r with 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Suppose k[RevLex(u n )] has minimal multiplicity among all subalgebras of k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] generated by u n forms of degree two. If Lex(u n+1 ) = st(g) for a monomial g, then either k[Lex(u n+1 )] or k[RevLex(u n+1 )] has minimal multiplicity among subalgebras of k[x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ] generated by u n+1 forms. If Lex(u n+1 ) = st(g), then k[RevLex(u n+1 )] has minimal multiplicity.
Proof. Let L be the diagram of some strongly stable set of size u n+1 , which has more than one strongly stable generator. Let L be the diagram obtained by removing the boxes on the last row of L, except the first box, i. e. the one on the diagonal. Clearly e(L) ≥ e(L ). Let L be the diagram obtained by removing all boxes on the diagonal of L . This is also a diagram of a strongly stable set, after a shift in the row and column indices. We have e(L ) = 2e(L ), since every maximal NE-path in L comes from adding an up och right step to the beginning to a path of L . Notice that the boxes we have removed from L in the two steps were all in different columns. We have not removed any box from from the last column, since L had more than one strongly stable generator. This means that |L| − |L | ≤ n, and hence |L | ≥ u n+1 − n = u n . Let L be a diagram obtained from L by, if necessary, removing some arbitrary boxes so that |L | = u n . It is clearly possible to do this in such a way so that L is still a valid diagram for a strongly stable set. By assumption e(L ) > e(k[RevLex(u n )]). We now have
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.6.
As we can see in Lemma 3.12, the situation is a bit more complicated than for the Lex-algebras in Section 3.1. Lemma 3.12 can not be used directly as an induction step, we need to analyze the situation when Lex(u n ) = st(g) further. With u n = n 2 + r, and r fixed, for which n does this situation occur? The monomial g has to be divisible by x n , so we have g = x n−k x n for some number k. The monomials of degree two not in st(x n−k x n ) are the k 2 monomials in the variables x n−k+1 , . . . , x n . It follows that we can write
, and it follows that n = k 2 + r. To summarize, Lex(u n ) = st(x n−k x n ) precisely when n = k 2 + r. Our next goal is to prove that if Lex(u n ) = st(x n−k x n ) for some k, and e(Lex(u n )) > e(RevLex(u n )), then e(Lex(u n )) > e(RevLex(u n )) for all n ≥ n. To do this, we first need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Let k and s be integers, s ≥ 0 and k ≥ 3, and let m = k+1 2
Proof. Define
The idea of the proof is to show that the two inequalities
hold. As F (0) = m i=k m i , the first inequality is F (0) ≥ F (k). We will prove this by showing that
From this we obtain
=F (t + 1).
We have now proved the first inequality of (1). If
it follows that
which is the second inequality of (1). Hence we need to verify (2) . Since m = k+1 2
and the right hand side simplifies to
which is true by assumption. We have now proved both inequalities of (1).
Lemma 3.14. Let k 0 and r be integers such that k 0 ≥ 3, r ≥ 1, and k 0 large enough compared to r so that
has minimal multiplicity among all subalgebras of k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] generated by u n forms of degree two, when n = k0 2 + r, then the same holds for all n ≥ k0 2 + r.
Proof. If we can prove e(k[RevLex(u n )]) < e(k[Lex(u n )]) for all n ≥ k0 2 + r such that Lex(u n ) has only one strongly stable generator, then we are done by Lemma 3.12. That is, we want to prove
This is true for k = k 0 , by assumption. The proof proceeds by induction. We assume that (3) is true for some k ≥ k 0 , and we want to prove it for k + 1. Let n = k+1 2 + r, and notice that k 2 + r = n − k. Applying Lemma 3.6) and Lemma 3.7 for the multiplicities, we are assuming that
and we want to prove
By the inductive hypothesis we get
2 k) > r holds for any k ≥ k 0 by the assumption on k 0 , we can apply Lemma 3.13 with m = n − 1 and s = r − 1. This gives
and we are done.
Finally we can apply Lemma 3.14 to get a class of minimal RevLex-algebras not included in the table in Appendix A. Proof. We will use Lemma 3.14 with k 0 = 9. As (k 0 − 1)(2 k0 − 3 2 k 0 − 1) = 3988 > 50 Lemma 3.14 can indeed be applied for 1 ≤ r ≤ 50, but let us first consider 1 ≤ r ≤ 44. In the table in Appendix A we see that k[RevLex(u n )] gives the minimal multiplicity for all n = 9 2 + r = 36 + r, i. e. 37 ≤ n ≤ 80. By Lemma 3.14 k[RevLex(u n )] will have the minimal multiplicity for all n ≥ 80.
Next, let us consider 45 ≤ r ≤ 50. It follows from Appendix A and Lemma 3.12 with n = 80 that RevLex(u n ) gives the minimal Hilbert function for 80 ≤ n < 36 + r, as n = 36 + r is the least n > 80 for which Lex(u n ) = st(g) for some monomial g. For n = 36 + r Lemma 3.12 only tells us that Lex or RevLex gives the minimal Hilbert function. Using Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 we can compute e(k[Lex(u n )]) and e(k[RevLex(u n )]) for all n = 36 + r with 45 ≤ r ≤ 50 and verify that e(k[RevLex(u n )]) has the smaller value. By Lemma 3.14 this holds also for any n > 36 + r, and we are done. For n = 81 there are five cases which are not covered by Theorem 3.8, namely r = 51, . . . , 55. However, three of the cases can be solved by applying Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.12. From Appendix A we have that the Lex order gives the minimal Hilbert function for n = 80 and r = 51, 52. Switching to the notation u = n+1 2 − s we have that the Lex order gives the minimal Hilbert function for n = 80 and s = 28, 29, as s = n − r. By Proposition 3.10 the Lex order also gives the minimal Hilbert function for n = 81 and s = 28, 29, which corresponds to r = 52, 53. For r = 54 and n = 80 the RevLex order gives the minimal Hilbert function. As 81 can not be written as k 2 + 54 for any k, the set Lex( 81 2 + 54) has more than one strongly stable generator. It follows from Lemma 3.12 that the RevLex order gives the minimal Hilbert function for n = 81 and r = 54. This leaves us with r = 51 and 55, for n = 81, which are the two smallest unknown cases.
Concluding remarks
A next step would be to look for a generalization of Conjecture 3.4 to higher degrees. Example 3.5 in [1] shows that the minimal Hilbert function for a subalgebra of k[x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] generated by 12 forms of degree five is not given by the Lex or RevLex segment. Hence, Conjecture 3.4 does not generalize directly to higher degrees, one needs to use other monomial orderings. In fact, this can be observed already in degree three.
Example 4.1. For n = 4, d = 3, and u = 13 there are eight strongly stable sets, namely
These sets are generated using Macaulay2. It is not obvious which monomial ordering(s) that has W 1 in Example 4.1 as an initial segment. Another approach would be to look for a combinatorial description of the strongly stable sets that gives minimal multiplicity.
Questions 4.2.
• Which monomial orderings define subalgebras with minimal Hilbert function?
• Is there a combinatorial classification of the strongly stable sets giving minimal Hilbert function (not necessarily referring to monomial orderings)?
One may also consider the questions 1 and 3 in [1, Questions 3.6], mentioned in the introduction, again for d ≥ 3. Does examples such as Example 2.3, where the Hilbert function is minimal in the asymptotic sense but not minimal for small arguments, exist also in higher degrees? The following example, with d = 3, shows that a minimal value of the Hilbert function in i = 2 does not imply minimal Hilbert function for all i. That is, the answer to question 3 is negative, also in degree three.
Example 4.3. For n = 6, d = 3, and u = 43 there are 672 strongly stable sets. The sets were generated using Macaulay2. Among the algebras generated by those sets, the minimal multiplicity is 176, and this is attained only by the set W 1 = st(x 3 x 5 x 6 ). The minimal value of HF(A, 2), among the 672 algebras, is 343, and is attained by both W 1 and
We may also remark that neither W 1 nor W 2 is a Lex or RevLex segment, as the Lex segment is st(x 3 x 4 x 6 , x 2 x 2 6 ), and the RevLex segment is st(x 2 x 4 x 6 , x 
A Data for n ≤ 80
In the table on the next page the monomial orderings giving the algebras on u = n 2 + r generators with minimal Hilbert function are given, for n ≤ 80 and 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 3. For n − 2 ≤ r ≤ n there is only one strongly stable set, as we saw in Remark 3.3.
The data for the table is based only on a computation of the multiplicities, except for three cases where more information was needed, see the discussion after Remark 3.5. The multiplicities are computed recursively, in the following way. We let the strongly stable sets be represented by diagrams, as before. To each box on the diagonal we also associate the number of maximal NE-paths starting in that box. The multiplicity is the sum of those numbers. Suppose that we have all diagrams, including the numbers in the diagonal boxes, of strongly stable sets with precisely n columns and size greater than n 2 . The following steps generate the diagrams with precisely n + 1 columns and size greater than 3. Take all diagrams produced in step 1 and 2, and discard those of size less than or equal to The number associated to a box on the new diagonal indeed gives the number of maximal NE-paths, as each path has to start with either a step up or right. Let L be an arbitrary diagram with n + 1 columns and size greater than n+1 2 . Let L be the diagram with n columns obtained by removing the diagonal from L. Then step 1 or step 2 above applied to L will produce L, but we need to verify that L has size greater than n 2 . If the diagonal of L has at most n boxes, L has size greater than
If the diagonal of L has n + 1 boxes it means that L is the largest possible diagram with n + 1 columns, which has size as before, meaning that the diagram has precisely n columns, or equivalently that λ 1 = n. The set RevLex(u) corresponds to the partition (n, . . . ,î . . . , 1) meaning that we list all integers between n and 1, except i, where i is chosen uniquely so that the parts add up to u. For example, the set RevLex(71) displayed in Figure 4 corresponds to the partition (12, . . . ,7, . . . 1) = (12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1). The set Lex(u) corresponds to the partition (n, n − 1, . . . , j, k) where again j and k are chosen uniquely so that the sum is u, and with the condition that j > k. For example the set Lex(71) in Figure 8 gives (12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 3). If we fix n, the set W is uniquely determined by the partition λ = (λ 2 , . . . , λ n ), as λ 1 = n. This is a partition of v = u − n, and n−1 2 ≤ v ≤ n 2 . A maximal NE-path in the diagram L defines a subdiagram by taking the boxes on the path, and those to the left of it, as in Figure 12 . This, in turn, gives a subpartition µ ⊆ λ with distinct parts, i. e. µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) with µ i ≤ λ i . As we will always have µ 1 = n, it is enough to consider µ = (µ 2 , . . . , µ n ) ⊆ λ . In this way we have a bijection between the subpartitions µ with distinct parts, and the maximal NE-paths of L. Conjecture 3.4 can now be stated as follows. let P be the set of integer partition of v into distinct parts, with largest part at most N . The member of P that has the minimal number of subpartitions with distinct parts is (N, . . . ,î, . . . , 1) or (N, N − 1, . . . , j, k) with j > k.
Recall that the dominance order on the set of partitions of a number v is defined as follows. Let τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) and λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) be partitions of v with τ 1 ≥ τ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ τ n ≥ 0 and λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n ≥ 0. We say that τ ≤ λ if τ 1 + · · · + τ k ≤ λ 1 + · · · + λ k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
We can also say that τ ≤ λ if the diagram of τ can be obtained by that of λ by "moving boxes down to the left" in the (shifted) Ferrers diagram. With this ordering, P is a bounded poset, with the two partitions in Conjecture B.1 as lower and upper bound.
